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Introduction

Welcome to The Internet For Dummies, 14th Edition. The

Internet has become so interwoven in today’s life —

work, school, politics, and play — that ignoring it is no

longer an option. This book describes what you do to

become an Internaut (someone who navigates the

Internet with skill) — how to get started, what you need

to know, and where to go for help. And, we describe it in

plain old English.

When we first wrote The Internet For Dummies 21 years

ago (yikes!), a typical Internet user was a student who

connected from college or a technical worker who had

access at the office. The World Wide Web was so new

that it had only a few hundred Web pages and we only

mentioned it in one chapter of the book. The Internet has

grown like crazy to include a billion (dare we say it?)

normal people, connecting from computers at home or

work, along with students ranging from elementary

school to adult education. This 14th edition focuses on

what’s the most interesting to typical users — how to

find things on the World Wide Web, download interesting

things, send and receive electronic mail (email), and

shop, invest, chat, and play games online.

About This Book

We don’t flatter ourselves to think you’re interested

enough in the Internet to sit down and read the entire

book (although it should be a fine book for the

bathroom). When you run into a problem using the

Internet (“Hmm, I thought that I knew how to find old TV

shows online, but I don’t seem to remember”), just dip

into the book long enough to solve your problem.



Pertinent sections include

Understanding what the Internet is

Staying safe online

Getting your computer (or tablet or phone or

whatever) connected to the Internet

Climbing around the World Wide Web

Finding people, places, and things

Communicating by email

Hanging out with friends using Facebook, instant

messaging, and other methods

Watching movies, listening to radio shows, shopping,

and other fun online activities

Putting your own stuff online with websites and social

networks

How to Use This Book

To begin, please read the first two chapters. They give

you an overview of the Internet and some important

safety tips. If you have children or grandchildren, read

Chapter 3, too. When you’re ready to get yourself on the

Internet, turn to Part II and read Chapter 4. Chapter 6

describes how to use the web — you aren’t truly online

until you can see a web page. Parts III through VI egg

you on and provide extra support — they describe the

web and email and other stuff you can do on the

Internet.

Because the Internet is ever-changing, we put additional

information online, which we can update more often than

this book can be republished. We authors have a website



with updates and history and other interesting articles,

at net.gurus.org.

When you have to follow a complicated procedure, we

spell it out step by step wherever possible. When you

have to type something, it appears in the book in

boldface. Type it just as it appears. Use the same

capitalization we do — a few systems care deeply about

CAPITAL and lowercase (small) letters. Then press the

Enter key. The book tells you what should happen when

you give each command and what your options are.

When you have to choose commands from menus, we use

the ⇒ symbol. For example, we write File⇒Exit when we

want you to choose the File command from the menu bar

and then choose the Exit command from the menu that

appears.

Who Are You?

In writing this book, we made a few assumptions about

you:

You have or would like to have access to the Internet.

You want to get some work done online. (We consider

the term work to include the concepts play and learn.)

You aren’t interested in becoming the world’s next

great Internet expert, at least not this week.

http://net.gurus.org/


How This Book Is

Organized

This book has six parts, and the parts stand on their own.

Although you can begin reading wherever you like, you

should at least skim Parts I and II first to become

acquainted with some unavoidable Internet jargon and

find out how to get your computer on the Internet.

Here are the parts of the book:

In Part I, “Welcome to the Internet,” you find out what

the Internet is and why it’s interesting (at least why we

think it’s interesting). Also, this part gives you vital

terminology and explains concepts that help you as you

read the later parts of the book. Part I discusses security

and privacy issues and gives some thoughts about

children’s use of the Internet.

For the nuts and bolts of getting online, read Part II,

“Internet, Here I Come!” For most users, by far the most

difficult part of the Internet is getting to that first

connection, with software loaded, configuration

configured, and modem modeming or broadband

banding broadly. After that, it’s (relatively) smooth

sailing. We also tell you how to use the World Wide Web,

the most popular online application. You also get a

briefing on avoiding and blocking online hazards, such as

viruses and spam.

Part III, “Hanging Out with Friends Online,” looks at the

important communication services: sending and

receiving email, swapping instant messages, and

chatting. You find out how to exchange email with people

down the hall or on other continents, how to make the

most of Internet-based phone and video conferencing



programs, how to use instant messaging programs to

chat with your online pals, how to get going with

Facebook and Twitter (the ultimate answers to free

time), and how to use email mailing lists to keep in touch

with people of similar interests.

Part IV, “The Web Is Full of Cool Stuff,” dives into the

web in more detail. We discuss how to get around on the

web, how to find stuff (which isn’t as easy as it should

be), and how to shop online. We also include chapters on

listening to music, watching videos, shopping, and

managing your finances on the Internet.

Part V, “Putting Your Own Stuff on the Web,” talks about

how to post all kinds of material on the Internet. Putting

your writing, photos, and videos online is easier than

ever because of the range of free web services you can

use, including blogs, which let anyone be an online

journalist.

Part VI, “The Part of Tens,” is a compendium of ready

references and useful facts (which, we suppose, suggests

that the rest of the book is full of useless facts).

This book’s Cheat Sheet, which summarizes how to use

the most important web browsers and email programs in

the book, is online at

www.dummies.com/cheatsheet/internet.

Icons Used in This Book

 Lets you know that some particularly nerdy,

technoid information is coming up so that you can

skip it, if you want. (On the other hand, you may

want to read it.)

http://www.dummies.com/cheatsheet/internet


 Indicates that a nifty little shortcut or timesaver is

explained.

 Gaack! We found out about this information the

hard way! Don’t let it happen to you!

 Indicates something to file away in your memory

archives.

Beyond the Book

Understanding the Internet goes beyond these pages and

onto the web, where you can access additional

information. There’s a handy-dandy cheat sheet that

reiterates the basics and web extras.

Cheat Sheet: You can find this book’s online Cheat

Sheet at www.dummies.com/cheatsheet/internet.

See the Cheat Sheet for Internet survival tips.

Web Extras: Companion articles to this book’s

content are available at

www.dummies.com/extras/internet. The topics range

from trading with villagers, building a dog army, and

ten useful crafting recipes.

Updates: If this book has any updates, they’ll be

posted at www.dummies.com/extras/internet.

If you want to contact the authors directly, send Internet

email to internet14@gurus.org (our friendly robot

usually answers immediately; the human authors read all

http://www.dummies.com/cheatsheet/internet
http://www.dummies.com/extras/internet
http://www.dummies.com/extras/internet
mailto:internet14@gurus.org


the email and answer as much as they can) or visit the

authors’ website at net.gurus.org.

http://net.gurus.org/


Part I

Getting Started with the

Internet

 Visit www.dummies.com for more great For Dummies

content online.

http://www.dummies.com/


In this part …

Understand why the Internet is a big deal

Be safe on the Internet

Introduce your kids to the Internet



Chapter 1

What’s So Great about the

Internet?

In This Chapter

 What, really, is the Internet?

 For that matter, what is a network?

 What is the Internet good for?

It’s huge, it’s sprawling, it’s globe spanning, and it has

become part of our lives. It must be … the Internet. We

all know something about it, and most of us have tried to

use it, with more or less success. (If you’ve had less,

you’ve come to the right place.) In this chapter, we look

at what the Internet is and can do, before we dive into

details in the rest of this book.

If you’re new to the Internet, and especially if you don’t

have much computer experience, be patient with

yourself. Many of the ideas here are completely new.

Allow yourself some time to read and reread. The

Internet is a different world with its own language, and it

takes some getting used to.

Even experienced computer users can find using the

Internet more complex than other tasks they’ve tackled.

The Internet isn’t a single software package and doesn’t

easily lend itself to the kind of step-by-step instructions

we’d provide for a single, fixed program. This book is as

step-by-step as we can make it, but the Internet

resembles a living organism mutating at an astonishing

rate more than it resembles Microsoft Word and Excel,



which sit quietly on your computer. After you get set up

and practice a little, using the Internet seems like second

nature; in the beginning, however, it can be daunting.

So What Is the Internet?

The Internet — also known as the Net — is the world’s

largest computer network. “What is a network?” you may

ask. Even if you already know, you may want to read the

next couple of paragraphs to make sure that we’re

speaking the same language.

Where did the Internet come from?

The ancestor of the Internet is the ARPANET, a project funded by the

Department of Defense (DoD) in 1969, as an experiment in reliable

networking and to link DoD and military research contractors, including

many universities doing military-funded research. (ARPA stands for Advanced

Research Projects Administration, the branch of the DoD in charge of

handing out grant money. For enhanced confusion, the agency is now known

as DARPA — the added D is for Defense, in case anyone wondered where the

money came from.) Although the ARPANET started small — connecting three

computers in California with one in Utah — it quickly grew to span the

continent and, via radio link, Europe.

In the early 1980s, the ARPANET grew into the early Internet, a group of

interlinked networks connecting many educational and research sites funded

by the National Science Foundation (NSF), along with the original military

sites. By 1990, it was clear that the Internet was here to stay, and DARPA

and the NSF bowed out in favor of the commercially run networks that make

up today’s Internet. (And, yes, although Al Gore didn’t invent the Internet, he

was instrumental in keeping it funded so that it could turn into the Internet

we know now.) Familiar companies such as AT&T, Comcast, Sprint, and

Verizon run some networks; others belong to specialty companies, such as

Level3 and Cogent. No matter which one you’re attached to, they all

interconnect, so it’s all one giant Internet. For more information, read our

web page at net.gurus.org/history.

A computer network is a bunch of computers that

communicate with each other, sort of like a radio or TV

http://net.gurus.org/history


network connects a bunch of radio or TV stations so that

they can share the latest episode of The Big Bang Theory.

Don’t take the analogy too far. In broadcast networking,

TV networks send the same information to all stations at

the same time; in computer networking, each particular

message is routed to a particular computer, so different

computers can display different things. Unlike TV

networks, computer networks are two-way: When

computer A sends a message to computer B, B can send

a reply back to A.

Some computer networks consist of a central computer

and a bunch of remote stations that report to it (for

example, a central airline-reservation computer with

thousands of screens and keyboards in airports and

travel agencies). Other networks, including the Internet,

are more egalitarian and permit any computer on the

network to communicate with any other computer. Many

wireless devices — cellphones, tablets, and their ilk —

expand the reach of the Internet right into our pockets.

(Hands off our wallets!)

The Internet isn’t simply one network — it’s a network of

networks, all freely exchanging information. The

networks range from the big, corporate networks to tiny

ones (such as the one John built in his back bedroom,

made from a couple of old PCs he bought at an

electronics parts store) and everything in between.

College and university networks have long been part of

the Internet, and now high schools and elementary

schools are joining in. Lately, the Internet has become so

popular that many households have more than one

computer, as well as portable devices like tablets and

smart phones, and are creating their own little networks

that connect to the Internet.



What’s All the Hoopla?

Everywhere you turn, you can find traces of the Internet.

Household products, business cards, radio shows, and

movie credits list their website addresses (usually

starting with www and ending with .com) and their email

addresses. New people you meet would rather give you

an email address than a phone number. Everyone seems

to be “going online” and “googling it.”

The Internet affects our lives on a scale as significant as

the telephone and television. When it comes to spreading

information, the Internet is the most significant invention

since the printing press. If you use a telephone, write

letters, read a newspaper or magazine, or do business or

any kind of research, the Internet can radically alter your

worldview.

On networks, size counts a great deal: The larger a

network is, the more stuff it has to offer. Because the

Internet is the world’s largest interconnected group of

computer networks, it has an amazing array of

information to offer.

When people talk about the Internet, they usually talk

about what they can do, what they have found, and

whom they have met. The number of available services is

too huge to list in this chapter, but here are the Big

Three:

Electronic mail (email): This service is certainly the

most widely used — you can exchange email with

millions of people all over the world. People use email

for anything for which they might use paper (mail,

faxes, special delivery of documents) or the telephone

(gossip, recipes, love letters) to communicate — you

name it. We hear that some people even use it for



stuff related to work. Electronic mailing lists enable

you to join group discussions with people who have

similar interests and to meet people over the Net. Part

III of this book has all the details.

The World Wide Web: When people talk these days

about surfing the Net, they often mean checking out

sites on this (buzzword alert) global multimedia

hyperlinked database. In fact, people are talking more

about the web and less about the Internet. Are they

the same thing? Technically, the answer is “No.” But

practically speaking, the answer for many people is

“Pretty close.” We tell you the truth, the whole truth,

and nothing but the truth in Part II of this book.

Websites can provide you with information ranging

from travel information to how to raise chickens. You

can also look at videos, listen to music, buy stuff, sell

stuff, and play video games.

The software used to navigate the web is a browser.

The most popular browsers now are Firefox, Google

Chrome, Internet Explorer, and Safari. We tell you all

about them in Chapter 6.

Instant messaging (IM’ing): Programs such as

Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp let you send

messages that “pop up” on the recipient’s screen. We

hear tales of nimble-fingered youth carrying on upward

of 13 IM sessions simultaneously. Some websites also

provide messaging services. We tell you about IM

programs in Chapter 12.

The Internet is unlike any other communications media

we’ve ever encountered. People of all ages, colors,

creeds, and countries freely share ideas, stories, data,

opinions, and products.



Anybody can access it
One great thing about the Internet is that it’s the most

open network in the world. Thousands of computers

provide facilities that are available to anyone who has

Internet access. Although pay services exist (and more

are added every day), most Internet services are free for

the taking after you’re online. If you don’t already have

access to the Internet by way of your company, your

school, your library, or a friend, you can pay for access

by using an Internet service provider (ISP). We talk

about some ISPs in Chapter 4.

One significant change in Net use in the past few years

has been the move to ever smaller, lighter, and cheaper

equipment to connect to it. A netbook is a small,

inexpensive computer, about the size and weight of this

book, that’s intended mainly for connecting to the Net. If

a netbook is too big for you, a smartphone such as the

Apple iPhone or one using Google Android puts a

computer, and the Internet, in your pocket with an

always-on connection. A tablet such as an Apple iPad, or

an Android tablet from Samsung, Asus, and other

vendors, has a bigger screen than a phone and is easier

to use than a phone, while still fitting in a purse or a

(large) pocket. Unfortunately named phablets are

oversized phones that are closer in size to tablets while

still being usable as phones.

It’s politically, socially, and

religiously correct
Another great thing about the Internet is that it is what

one may call “socially unstratified.” That is, one

computer is no better than any other, and no person is

any better than any other. Who you are on the Internet

depends solely on how you present yourself when you’re


